
THE FINAL FRONTIER  I S  ON  EARTH

Jörg Rothgerber WOW! gasp emoticon This looks un..be..lie!vable! | Rosa Laflaca Just 
WOW !!!  |  Paul Maxson An absolutely amazing image! How exciting it would have been 
if  congress had allocated enough $$$ so NH could have been an orbiter.  |  Larry Hill Is 
the atmospheric banding real or a processing artifact?  |  David Romeuf great  |   Thomas 
Howdle Pluto is turning like an alien world with alot of mysteries by rewrite history 
books about this world. | Maarten Franzen Amazing thanks new horizon! | Melissa Ar-
chibald We have only just begun to explore the planet. | William Collins Amazing how 
Earth-like Pluto is | Freddie Moncano you can’t meASure the wonder of GODS work!,! 
| Patty Kuvshin How I wish I could visit! | John Gember What’s with the black and white 
photos? Cmon NASA.... | Neelkamal Maharaj Oh yes there’s life on that planet | Harley 
Sanderson Lets just forget these images and info ...wouldn’t want the human race to mine 
and log Pluto | Dominic Schulz amazing | Ale Machelli awesome!!! | Rikke Hedengran Si-
gen Amazing | Jacques Stubenrauch wow, great picture! science rulez. | W Earl Leeds II 
Always interesting images. | Frank Luxem Cryoplanetology will become a discipline. | Jack 
King-johnson Watch out for the frost giants | Mary Sherman McDaniel Not a good place 
to vacation. | Amanda Steward Awesome | Nelu Ion Lup nice! do you have this photo also 
in color? | Larry Wilkinson Very interesting. | Peter Upshall Awesome | Noel Tipolo The 
best that ever wil happen to me, a plutonic adventure!! | Patricia Susan Wells So cool! | 
Jay Vorley Cool painting | Riad Zanzibar Marrakech Médina Great pictures | Learnie 
Omega Lawrence In reality its being extended by rime which makes it appear like a 
planet. | Stagger Lee Mind blowing | Ryan Deutsch ok. but why cant these pics be in 
color? | Michael Cox Phenomenal image | Moody Shata Nice picture for Pluto after nine 
years | Marco Heyn This is not Pluto, it’s Hoth. Clear as daylight!  | Bivuti Bhusan Mohan-
to Want more information and pictures. | Bill Choy Amazing | Johnny Comrade Awesome 
| Pontsho Moore ...and then they switch to black and white pictures again. Why? Oh why 
would we want to see b&w pics in the 21st century? What did they suddenly see there 
as on the moon? | Carlos Candy Rodriguez Evidently size does not matter | Danny Blea 
Cruz Nasa is there more to this story you are known to edit erase and hide the truth. | 
Cassandra Brahan Wow | Cindy Miles wow | Gholin Amazing | Bob Shaffer Please KEEP 
THESE PHOTOS COMING!! At 75 yrs old, I never dreamed I’d see the surface of Pluto.  
Simply wonderful, in the true sense of the word! | Massimino Sapere Pluto is a “living 
planet”, yes planet | Sailajananda Chatterjee Beautiful to see sun set on Pluto. It is a 
splendid photo. | Josh Tk daaaang, pluto so sexy. | Joe Vasquez Right!! Fly me to Pluto!! | 
Kristin Billups I was raised being taught in school Pluto is a planet & it will always be a 
planet to me! It would be nice if these pics were in color!! | Patty Kuvshin Now, that’s a 
true planet! | Randy Ayala It flew past I find it hard to believe these pictures Unless it was 
orbiting Pluto... | Heremia Nikora You are a planet in my heart pluto. Love maia. | Rapha-
el Andrews Wow pluto has a hazy atmostphere. However it must be so cold it would be 
like breathing a milk shake. | Rodrigo González Bunster Isn’t Pluto too far away from the 
sun to have such a strong sunset? | Mark Williams Amazing! Would have loves to have 
seen what goes on in middle of Pluto’s nearest approach to sun. If I remember this is at 
the end of its “summer”. | Sherm Dahl I am such a hopeless space nerd. Every new photo 
of what’s beyond our planet, and every new bit of knowledge continues to blow me away. 
| Alex Greaves Anyone know what the requirements are for being a planet? I’m wonder-
ing if they should change Pluto back to a planet. | Jose V Espinoza It’s still a dwarf planet, 
doesn’t mean its not an interesting one | Pam Hyslop Careful, your daughter will want to 
visit Pluto next! | Thomas Pocock looks like a planet to me too. | Tim Robertson Looks 
like a planet to me | Kristin Lee Wow I can’t believe we have come so far. Pluto is 
sooooooooo far and yet the crisp pics. Breathtaking | Tim Brown Just waiting for the 
conspiracy freaks who think this is all a NASA hoax | Mark L. Phillips This is just so 
amazing! My childhood perception of what Pluto is has not changed. Just a Beautiful 
world..... | Acts Malta The only planet in the solar system that really have HEART! Despite 
being demoted, the planet have the heart to fight back SHOWING ITS  BREATH-TAK-
ING, UNEARTHLY BEAUTY AND ELEGANCE!! | Beth Babson Way to go Pluto. Showed 
those people who said you’re not a planet. Priceless. | Moses Foo Suddenly Antoine de St 
Exupery’s Little Prince and his plant  appeared into view over the horizon ;-p | Ed White 
they can capture vivid picture like this but never a ufo sighting | Juraj Maták wow... this is 
totally awesome!... gasp  | Elatia Grimshaw What a beautiful world. | Chuck Briggs A sol-
id-gas precipitation cycle on Pluto! | Vincent Clayton My Home World !!!!! | Ryan Jack-
son-Saw What an incredible acheivement for our race! ....Yet somehow I haven’t seen any 

news reports on this? | Timothy Unwin love it! Sooo pretty! I shall build my log cabin on 
that hill  in particular! | Nick Riebe #IstandwithPluto #GivePlutoPlanetStatus | Romain La 
Casa I almost cried! Look at his pictures is AMAZING , I ‘m moved . | Keith Randal 
Duncan My current film students won’t look at it because it’s in  black and white (sar-
casm warning) | Mike Humphrey Incredible! I hope we get some from this angle in color. 
| Bryan Andrew Thorpe Im tired of these B&W pictures!!! Its 2015 for God’s sake!!!! Give 
me color!!!!! | Vernon Whetstone Amazing.....all of that at 30,000 MPH...... | Mike Living-
ston I made the large shot my computer desktop background... it’s so amazing... | Norma 
Ballasteros Fantastic. Great job. | Aidan Flood Too bad we never got to see those strange 
equatorial spots up close. | Steven Mayfield Amazing! | Garrett Jackson How are we able 
to get such a clear close image of a far away planet but we can’t get 1 picture of earth. 
Enough with the artist rendition..... show us the real deal! | Daniel D. Grota Stunning,sim-
ply stunning. Pluto is turning into a world full of surprises. One we need to return to and 
land on in the near future. Notice I said near as in don’t wait twenty years to launch one 
NASA.I know it takes  about ten years to get there so get on the ball now. NASA you 
put men on the moon in ten years. You have slowed down to a crawl and gotten soft. Get 
back that edge and drive on. | Darrin Zitzewitz I never could have imagined that Pluto 
was this complex and feature full. Bravo New Horizons. | Tyrone Hearn NASA gotta 
work on some drones to go with the satellites. We need closer views!  | DenDen De 
Castro Abardo More Kuipers Belt Object to discover... thanks to NASA’s New Horizon... 
| Hanna Castaneda New Horizon, you need more SPEED | Michael K. Bogle Just wonder-
ing #NASA, if it is true that your organization had scientists in front of congress speaking 
about extraterrestrials coming to earth, soon. | Gary John Reed Like everything else on 
this planet of ours, we only get to  see what the privileged few want us to see.  | Jd 
Leinad breathtaking view of the planet Pluto is much more beautiful view photos real 
nasa thanks from Valencia-Edo. Carabobo Ciudad industrial de Venezuela | Dorothy Ra-
quel As we humans are naturally curious..& the exploration of & research of other 
planets for knowledge & resources. ..& the posability of finding traces of life forms & 
to...”boldly go where no man has ever gone befor!” I just really can’t help in wonder... | 
Michael Schüffler Such beauty. At times like these I’m thankful that, despite all the prob-
lems here on Earth, we live in an unprecedented age of discovery.  Not only are we 
learning more about the universe we live in, faster than ever before, but thanks to the 
internet, | Contere Park you must disclose the existence of aliens greedy scientists | 
Mark Silver Great job NASA, but Pluto will always be a planet on my book not a Disney 
character lol. Any room on that Mars mission | BW Walters Wouldn’t it be something. if 
the planet the furthest from the sun,  had life. | Rocker Ritesh Where is spacecraft. | 
Hamish Mcclintok I want to go to space and meet a Martian | Max Kelley when will these 
new images be released in true color? | Xymoo Mwangi M Wao,so real like arctic | Jason 
Wede Looks like thick clouds around those mountains. Beautiful. | Sági Benedek This 
images are fantastic | Choo Ming Shuen Hey NASA, I’m curious, how do your spacecraft 
take photographs? Are there human operators framing the shots and aiming the cameras, 
or are the cameras controlled automatically by onboard software programming, or does 
it work some other way? | Ayebare Clinton Pluto not a beautiful planet! | Aaron Klein 
This is breathtaking! Keep the pictures flowing in, loving every single one grin emoticon 
| Sun how much meter is the highest mountain in pluto?? | Lisa R Taylor What a beautiful 
PLANET Pluto is | Graham Mundy if anyone would like to pop into pluto,,,take a photo 
of earth from there,,will be nice,,,or just cease the silly questions would be better,,, lol | 
Ériko Lima check the mountains in the horizon, so amazing! | Ann Fletcher Nice to look 
at but not one to visit! | Carol Letisha Ruiz Plutotians visit earth, intact, their here as I 
type | Flor Castillo Wow thi’s a fabulous project, thank you Nasa | Elvia Padilla Wow 
amazing shot of Pluto!! I love it! | Randy Arellano Cool! | Benjamin Drescher Since a loss 
for words to describe what it is for a fantastic picture | Anne Talbott Thank you NASA!!!!! 
| Steve Montferret Great stuff. Long article, nice photos. Really fascinating. | Jm Valladarez 
Awesome pics | Eric Olson Wow those icy mountain ranges looked like clouds at first! | 
Pierce Hoover All I can say is WOW | Scott Patrick Anderton There’s gold in them there 
hills  | William Mixson Breathtaking. | Winthrop Jonas Hardgrove V Aww look it’s a Dwarf 
planet after all. | Bruce Bandle As a career photographer, I so appreciate the work of your 
imaging team...f/8 and be there !!!!!! | Chad Hedstrom Looks like someone left Pluto in 
the freezer for too long without a freezer bag to prevent freezer burn. | Robin Harthun 
Shockley We are all tired of being lied to. | Matthew Appelbaum Holy smokes! | Chris W 

James Wow, beautiful. Makes you realize there’s so much more out there than the petty 
squabbles here on Earth. | Pratik Sharma Dear Nasa , are you going to work with other 
international space agencies to explore the universe in much better way ? | Jerry Balder-
son Beyond belief.Who knew? | Peter Andrejcuk Not so much of an alien  world after 
all... | MaryEllen Stevens Interesting | Analivia Lucinda to quote a legend....THAT’S NO 
MOON.... So we’ll stick to ‘planet’ tongue emoticon | Leet Amazing pictures | Dan Stef-
fens WOW, is right. Wow. | Felipe Antonio Martell Beautiful! | Chandan Gour Miss you 
Pluto! | Mauro Briceno Is this where the grey men comes from? | Tracy Bruhn Beauty! | 
Linda McKee Wow! Simply amazing.... | Ole Pedersen Why black and white ? could we see 
the one in color | Robert Wald Wow, I have never seen this before. Thanks | Monika So-
lanki experts i want to know that really we all will face darkness for 15days | Bryan Ward 
Why aren’t there any colour photos? | Mohamed Elbehairy It’s amazing what you can 
doing .. I respect your works , your hard works | Kyle Hufnagel Fascinating! | Noba Moh 
looks like there is a dried ocean floor | Czes Pachela Truly awe inspiring.....so familiar yet 
so distant. | Mao Mendez Hi, why there is no color pictures? | Kevin Lafferty I wonder if 
Pluto will one day be promoted again to planet status. | Harald Giersche Fantastic view. I 
love it! Great job. | Pulkit Mohta Is there any mission in the future which transpory 
Hubble safely back home? We can’t just let this billion dollar telescope to burn uo in the 
atmosphere which has helped us to unlock many misteries of the universe! | Henry Lucy 
Davis Woah man | Wladislaw Tomasini Stunning. | Emilka Kupis Breathtaking  | Lukas 
Prakopavicius Whoa, this is an absolutely breathtaking image. | Elen White George tool 
reflection | Jitendra Shah It’s very good and I like it | Joseph Karagu Tambaugh must have 
been a genius? | Neal Potter incredible | Victoria Stephens This was a great project. |  
Emma Mannfors I’ve been waiting for pictures of Pluto ever since elementary school, this 
is so cool. grin emoticon | Dominic Garretty Great pics like the retro b&w effect. Can 
you send the colour camera next time? | Lucas Skidmore Why be so worried about 
pluto..and we can barely make it to the iss..... | Donald Lawrence Arctic Look. | Knowl-
edgeSpecs Education Consultants This is incredible!! Can’t wait to know more! | Royce 
Owen Igiehon Their is an arc angel in pluto,,nd a very high tempered one at that,#smh# 
| Rohit Kumar Sahu Really!..stunning looks of Pluto | Adam Redzimski amazing! | Ttcm 
Rahul Das I like that | Divyani Mane NASA perfect... U r mind.....I proud of u....r.......
working. | Simin Sh Fantastic view. I love it! Great job. check the mountains in the horizon, 
so amazing! | Brent Gulledge Amazing image! | Al Vogel WOW | Marko Saarinen Just 
imagine a hotel on Pluto. We need to make it happen,  people. smile emoticon | Ernesto 
Mendoza the knowledge is very important for the man the humans are very curious and 
for that we make the exploration in others planets and finding new life of form | Manish 
Tank Nice | Kunal Saraf NASA gotta work on some drones to go with the satellites. We 
need closer views!!!!! | John Davidson THANK you NASA for sharing these!!!!!! | Salwa 
Del Rey a date on Pluto | Jamie Hart Argon atmosphere?? | Ветер Солнечный LOL! as 
cool draw in 3d graphics in nasa! | David Shoup “its a rock... no indigenous life” | Deborah 
Dunstan Awesome | Gordon C Hopkins absolutely stunning! | Ron Weiss and ya pepper 
them with ads...great job. | Deaurali Cn Solar world always fascinates me | Mike West you 
have to wonder what are surprises await us. | Dianne Vincent That’s intriguing | Issac A 
Ghanty We need a new visit there, not flyby, but orbiting. Seriously Call it “the Event 
Horizon “.. Kidding | Kristopher McArthur Sweet | Omkar Gurav avatar | Rick Schwartz 
who knew pluto could be so beautiful. by the way- pluto will always be a planet to me. i 
can’t go 46 years on this earth with you telling me that it’s a planet, and then all of a 
sudden go “oops. nope. not a  planet.” sorry. it’s too late. | Tore Aurstad This is an histor-
ic image. On the ranks of Occator crater on Ceres, Olympus Mons and Valles Marineris 
on Mars, Verona Rupes on Miranda,  Toledo Montes on Iapetus and some other features 
in an exclusive club of incredible surface features. Pluto is simply stunning. The planet 
Pluto. With its diverse geology, atmosphere and five moons. And look at that atmosphere! 
| Trevor R. Eagles I could NEVER imagined seeing photos of Pluto like this back in early 
1978 when I first learned about Astronomy, the Planets and particularly Pluto being the 
farthest planet at the time in Grade 6 Science class! | Meera Gupta Pluto is my favourite 
planet this post of pluto is great thanks new horizon | Roshaan Bukhari I am blown away 
by these pictures because of how automated the whole sequence was yet it was SO 
PERFECTLY executed the images are as if taken by an astronaut onboard! PHENOME-
NAL ! Planetary imaging just raised  it’s bar! | Christopher Tyler I feel some melancholy 
looking at this photo, knowing that New Horizons is leaving forever, and that there are 

more stunning parts of Pluto in the dark we’ll likely never see. | Irvin Garcia  pyramids on 
Pluto... | Gordon Greene Now Pluto is definitely back to being one of my favorite 
“PLANETS” How about these photos, Alex ??? Soooo cool... | Tomas Stankevičius I never 
thought I would live to see it... amazing | Frank Luxem More Slurpee lava. Cryoplanetol-
ogy is fascinating! | Glyn Jones as a guy who has lived through the entire history of space 
flight, from sputnik onwards I find these images awe inspiring and nearly as exciting as Yuri 
doing Earths first orbit or the first man on the moon. I remember the first time a live tv 
programm... | Divyanshu Tiwari Because sunset on earth is too mainstream tongue emot-
icon | John Palmer What’s going on with the four holes on Pluto that 300miles in diame-
ters each no more news? | Kyle Wilson This is beyond awesome! Pluto has such a beau-
tiful, yet mysterious geological history, much different than any planet or moon that we 
know of. Sputnik Planum reminds me of glaciers on Earth, possibly still moving. I wonder 
if it was from a large impact that excavated Pluto’s mantle? Nobody really knows, which 
adds to the mystery! I can’t wait for more data from New Horizons! Incredible job to the 
team! | Charles Evans Literally the coolest, most far out sunset ever! | Paul Ritner Pfff.... 
Doesn’t look like a planet to me. | Harrison Hicks Interesting no stars in the image. | 
Wayne Handley cool image with the banded horizon and primeval looking surface con-
trasted alongside the smooth area | Bob Anderson Pluto is NOT just a dog on Disney!!! 
| Chris Beretsos What a beautiful PLANET! | Manolo Camacho i allways wonder with all 
that high tech and only pictures from space how about some high tech video | Lee 
Scribbles Salzmanhadfield Dope some cool looking planet picture | Juan Carlo Fragoso 
Isabel Milano, first rap, now astronomy. | David Ornelas Holy Pluto this is amazing. | 
Randy Arellano COOL! ... Pun very much intended! | Morgan Kempf That geography is 
amazing! | Muzafar Ali Look good Pluto | Susan Striblen Barnes Yep, Pluto is a big wow. 
VERY BIG WOW! Stunning picture. Thank you for this post. | Jeff M. Legato I’m curious. 
Would someone in orbit there be able to see this Vista without light enhancement? | Iz-
abella Casselman i want to live to be as long ad it takes for me to actually travel in space 
| Joshua Eric Turcotte Are those not the mountains of ice we read about before? | Moni 
Tooray Wish it was a colour pic! | Stephen Swift I just want to know how I can lose signal 
on I-35 but NASA can snapchat from 4.67 billion miles away | Kimberly Dunne wow. I 
wanna go there. I wanna go there and check it out and BE THERE. | Graciany Miranda 
Grajales #Plutotheplanet #weareallPluto  | Tam Mallory I don’t think words in the English 
language, or any earthly  language, can do this picture justice. | Phil Waterfield simply 
wonderful...... the things that we humans can achieve  when we work together is fantastic. 
| Johnny Hopkins So, we have an instrument orbiting pluto? | Arturo Dominguez incred-
ible | Edge Cubic Maybe this people need to figure out how to get clean water for those 
countries in need Not try to get to an other planet when the help is needed here | Mi-
chael Utzinger That’s a “WOW” all right. | Kelly Martel Whoa! | Brian Mohl Spectacular 
and intriguing. It staggers the imagination. But who named “Hillary Montes”? That sure 
sounds scary, not inviting at all. | David Bettridge So. Cool. | Dennis Byrum Beautiful | 
Michael Hilborn It looks fascinating but I’m in no hurry to book a vacation there. | Har-
rison Hicks Superb, thanks to all who made this possible!! | Katherine Vreeland Bakes 
Fabulous. | Wendy Hardin Just keep the photos coming! Will never tire of seeing them.  
Thank you. | Harold Allan Bullock Packing my bags. I’m moving there. | Linda Harding A 
jaw dropping wow! | Vaxo Gigauri OMFG i don’t want to die | Vince Ma That is beyond 
amazing.. its literally awesome. | Sheila Fernandez So beautiful!! | Steven Uecker i want to 
go there!! maybe in a hot air balloon, with a camera, of course, and enough oxygen to 
breathe for an extended period of time, my life would be full filled!! i would be truly 
satisfied with my life then... | Julie Martineau Any superlative I can think of is woefully in-
adequate... can’t even fall back on expletives... they certainly don’t do justice to THIS ei-
ther!... gasp emoticon gasp emoticon gasp emoticon | James Hendricks Cool! Thanks! | 
Rebecca Reds Wowwwww amazing! | Joe Smith Atmosphere..? this pic is AWESOME!!! | 
Laura Wright That is stunning and beautiful. | Tabitha Redd This is so cool!! | Aaron Mi-
chael Bowden Pretty planetisimal. | Sue Folsom Will we ever put Rover there like we did 
on Mars? | TheBee Nator That is sooooo beautiful! >O< | Susanna Gardner Griffith 
Wow!! | Timothy A. Finan I never imagined I wd. ever see such an image as this,  bravo. | 
Steve Thamer OK...my mind is blown | William Burdis Incredible. | John Osborne Oh 
wow. | Neil Prestemon I soooo want to hike there. Get me a space suit, some good 
boots. And maybe a little chunk of plutonium to keep me warm. | Mustafa Hussein Abso-
lutely gorgeous | Michael A Reed Awesome | Billy Stocks Dang, that looks C O L D !!! | 

Robin Paschal I saw this on the world news tonight,exciting! | Kunda Bear Look! I can see 
my house. | Tim Gingell Absolutely stunning | Robin Newhouse OHMYGOD | Benjamin 
Hille Breathtaking! | Sander Pool I’m trying to find words. So incredibly terrific. A glimmer 
of good news for all of human kind. | Coti Garcia Bermejo It looks out of an old SF film! 
| Hein Crous How lucky to see in our life, such detail on a celestial body ,no more a 
planet,but still part of our solar system! Probably all frozen  glaziers! | Gary Rosensteel I 
never expected that much illumination on the surface. Great shot! | Timothy Bell Good 
grief. Incredible. | Tyler TMan Kohls Wow! This is just crazy how far we’ve come. What’s 
next, an exo planet? | Cecilia Lopez It’s amazing! | Brendan Lowe That is truly spectacu-
lar!!! Thank you to all those involved in bringing us such beautiful images of distant 
worlds! | Pete Mickelson Wow! It almost looks like a giant mudslide, moving from right 
to left and down into a huge cavern . . . Great work, NASA! | Marius Apan beautiful! | 
Donny Brown Beautiful. When do they break ground on the condos? I don’t want to miss 
out. | Ralph Turner Been waiting a looong time for this. Fantastic image. | Lea Dellere 
Fascinating! | Doug Rosenoff Whoa! | Mike Fisher amazing | Gary Gahan Breath-taking! | 
Matthew Sheppeck Jr Awesome picture. | Jesús Nómada wow like emoticon | Kaptn 
Nemo Wow ! | Terry Miles Wasn’t that a Jimi Hendrix album? | Adrian Jarl Pare Is it real-
ly black and white??? | Derek Brown Yes it is a planet, to heck with the so called experts! 
| John Duda I thought you went to Alaska?! wink emoticon | Tani Rama Looks like earth 
| Rik Smith Amazing | Thomas Aaron Hutcheson III Marvelous | Ray Nogue Rabbits! Can’t 
you see them?? | Hosea Jim plututonics It’s such an honor to live in a time where we get 
to see and understand these distant and beautiful worlds.  | Julian Klotz Amazing! | Jas-
preet Singh Whoa! | Todd E. Theodore Awesome | Reece Markowsky Magnificent ! | Irving 
Mendez Tellez You could say this picture... Was out of this world! | Jef Hinds OMG there 
are no words | Gavin Waterman The sunrise | Jule Conover Could be the view from 
Sarah Palin’s back yard... just sayin’... | Dwayne Gilchrest Awesome | Kathy Fredendall 
Thanks Dustin, how awesome is that! | Trevor R. Eagles Wow, Mind-boggling!! | Charlie 
Prince Amazing! | Trisha O’Neill This is truly incredible, thank you for working so hard to 
take this photo! | Shailesh Ghatkar in one wrd WOW!! | Bokar Mangane Such a beautiful 
landscape...so far from the sun...even at the edge of the solar system....natrure finds a way 
to be beautiful... | Anthony Andrade Spectacular!! | Wes Barnes Wonderful | Mike Hum-
phrey WOAH!!! | Jay Real Are those water ice mountains? | Jack Resmondo Absolutely 
mesmerizing. Such detail! | Rick Hobson I have seen this kind of “geology” in miniature, 
on lakes that have frozen, partially thawed and frozen again! | Ivan Masarik Amazing pic-
ture | Garry Richard Byrne Waiting for someone to come along and say it’s all fake smile 
emoticon | Yan Leduc-Chun Marisol Montúfar Hdez Look at that. Mountains and plains 
of ice and just look at that atmosphere. One of the most beautiful pictures ever taken in 
my opinion. Yet remarkably dull compared to you. | William Alexander What is that white 
light in the bottom left area? | Rusty Ryder blimey! | Allan Con Dos Eles :0 | Alex Anton-
ites excellent ! | Christian DiMaria WOOOOOW!!!!! | Grandpeepz Oldie A fact that 
down that planet there is life that fits its environment. | Samuel McAdorey Wow. | Ron 
Charette Wow. | Max Kelley when will it be in color? | Elvira Rrokaj Fishta I don’ see 
aliens,..... | Rui Miguel Vaz Look at those mountains!!! So awesome!! I’m in awe! | Cathy 
Conlon Wow! | Alex Burford Dramatic beyond words. Look at how the atmosphere 
shows up as tenuous as it is. | Beto Torres Are those huge or small mountains? How big 
are they? Does anyone know? | Peter Peterson awesome photo ! | Mark Stanford Sr wow 
| Shannon Ralph McConkey Wow! | Alexander Braun lol | Catherin Gregory WoW! | Inga 
Nielsen wow! | Éric Chalifoux I never knew that new horizon took pictures at such low  
altitudes .. breathtaking | Miroslav Varda Abso incredible smile emoticon | Joe Carson 
Wow! | Tanya Manning Nice | Robyn Currie wow | Joseph Azzopardi Wow | Vicente Fa-
eldan It’s amazing! Any HD close-up? | Jeffrey M Reckahn It will take almost 16 months 
for all the data to arrive ! What a tease - but so beautiful | Mark Taylor why would anyone 
care? its just a DWARF planet. | Princess Garcia Briones So nice to see this...  | John 
Murphy These are stunning cannot wait to see more | Michael Robertson Amazing stuff 
! | Ched Wiggins Beautiful planet! | Stu Taylor Cool  | Terry Hubbs floyd comes to mind 
is there eny body out there | Doug DeProspo Unbelievably beautiful!!! | Soumya Roy 
Chowdhury Can you really see the sun from that distance as anything special than a 
bright star?? Sorry for my ignorance... | Henriette Sylviane LS Splendid photo thanks good 

day | Best Outer Space Videos Who else loves this | Cynthia Jones Wow


